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Gazans Tell How Hamas Used Them As Human
Shields: Among others, an ambulance driver said
that during Operation Cast Lead Hamas operatives
used ambulances to leave battle sites, a tactic
familiar from the past

Use made in the past by Hamas of UN ambulances to evacuate armed terrorists from battle zones
(Pictures courtesy of Israeli Channel 10 TV, May 11, 2004). Hamas used the same tactic during
Operation Cast Lead, as reported to a Western correspondent by an ambulance driver.
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1. Hamas’s tactics of using civilians as human shields and of exploiting public institutions and
ambulances for military purposes were exposed several times during and after Operation Cast
Lead.
2. The Palestinian and Arab media’s conspiracy of silence resulted in the facts being
revealed by Western correspondents who entered the Gaza Strip and talked to local
residents. The Palestinian media in the Gaza Strip and the Arab media in general made
almost no reference to the basic issue. The following are the main points of three articles
which appeared in Western newspapers:
i) A correspondent for Australia’s Sydney Morning Herald interviewed a Gazan
ambulance driver, who described how Hamas operatives tried to force

him to use his

ambulance to evacuate them from a battle zone.
ii) A correspondent for the New York Times quoted a source close to Hamas, who
described rocket fire from proximity to residential buildings and in alleys.
iii) A correspondent for Italy’s Corriere della Sera talked to Gazans about rocket fire
from the roofs of private houses and about Hamas operatives who sought shelter in a
hospital.
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Hamas tried to hijack ambulances during
Gaza war
Jason Koutsoukis in Gaza City
January 26, 2009
http://www.smh.com.au/news /

world/hamas-tried-to-hijack-ambulances-during-gaza-war.2009/01/25/1232818246374/html?page=fullpage#contentSwap1

PALESTINIAN civilians living in Gaza during the three-week war with Israel have spoken of the challenge of being
caught between Hamas and Israeli soldiers as the radical Islamic movement that controls the Gaza strip
attempted to hijack ambulances.

Headline from the Sydney Morning Herald, January 26, 2009

3. In an article which appeared on January 26, the paper’s correspondent in the Gaza Strip,
interviewed Muhammad Shriteh, an ambulance driver who evacuated wounded
Palestinians from the battle zones.
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4. Muhammad Shriteh said that during most of Operation Cast Lead he would “co-ordinate
with the Israelis before we pick up patients… so they would not shoot at us.” He said that the
more immediate threat was from Hamas, who would “would lure the ambulances into
the heart of a battle to transport fighters to safety.”
5. He also said that one night, after the first week of fighting, “there was a call for a house in
Jabaliya.” Because of the urgency of the call, he said, there was no time to arrange his
movements with the IDF. Nevertheless, he knew the Israelis were watching him because “I
could see the red laser beam on the ambulance and on me.”
6. Shriteh said that when he entered the house in Jabaliya he saw three Hamas
operatives who had taken cover inside, and that half of the building had already
been destroyed. “They were very scared, and very nervous,” he said. “They
dropped their weapons and ordered me to get them out, to put them in the
ambulance and take them away.” He refused because, he said, he knew that if the IDF
saw him, he would not be able to pick up any more wounded people. One of the Hamas
operatives, he said, put a gun to his head but he still refused, and then they allowed him to
leave.
7. He added that during Operation Cast Lead, Hamas operatives made several attempts
to hijack the Al-Quds Hospital’s [located in the Tel al-Hawa neighborhood in Gaza
City ] fleet of ambulances. He also said that “You hear when they are coming. People ring
to tell you. So we had to get in all the ambulances and make the illusion of an emergency
and only come back when they had gone.”
8. In the past, Hamas and the other terrorist organizations used the tactic of exploiting
ambulances for military purposes. For example, on May 24, 2004, Israel’s Channel 10 TV
broadcast a video tape photographed by Reuters. It showed two ambulances arriving at the
site of an exchange of fire between the IDF and terrorist operatives during an IDF action in
the Gaza Strip. One of the ambulances can clearly be seen as marked with a red cross and
“UN,” and as flying a UN flag. The ambulances, which belonged to UNRWA, evacuated two
terrorist operatives wearing uniforms and accompanying a wounded operative, who was
armed and also in uniform. Two other armed operatives (one masked), apparently
unconnected to the wounded man, could also be seen getting into ambulance after them,
using it to escape.1
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For further information see our January 2009 Bulletin entitled “Hamas Exploitation of Civilians
as Human Shields” at http://www.terrorism-info.org.il/malam_multimedia/English/eng_n/pdf/hamas_e028.pdf.
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9. Ambulances and vehicles belonging to international organizations are used during fighting
to evade being examined and to exploit the freedom of movement the IDF gives such
vehicles. Armed Hamas operatives use them to leave battle zones, moving to wherever the
wounded are taken. In addition, during Operation Cast Lead, terrorists hid in hospitals and
operated from within them, correctly assuming that the Israeli security forces would not enter
medical institutions and would abstain from attacking hospitals.
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January 19, 2009

NEWS ANALYSIS

Parsing Gains of Gaza War
By ETHAN BRONNER

Headline and byline of the New York Times article (January 19, 2009).

10. On January 18, immediately after Israel announced it was holding its fire, the New York
Times published an article entitled “Parsing Gains of the Gaza War.” It quoted an anonymous
source close to Hamas who said that this time, Hamas had fought differently from the past.
He said that “this time it was different. They have more experience and they have training
from Syria and Iran. They helped them rethink their strategy.”
11. The man quoted said that Hamas had changed its tactics: “They fired rockets in between
the houses and covered the alleys with sheets so they could set the rockets up in five
minutes without the planes seeing them. The moment they fired, they escaped.”
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«Così i ragazzini di Hamas
ci hanno utilizzato come bersagli»
Abitanti di Gaza accusano i militanti islamici: «Ci impedivano di lasciare le
case e da lì sparavano

Headline of the article in Corriere della Sera (January 22, 2009).

12. On January 22 the Italian daily Corriere della Sera published an article by Lorenzo
Cremonesi whose headline and subhead read “The boys of Hamas used us like targets” and
“Gazan residents accuse the Islamic militants: they prevented us from leaving the house and
shot from there [inside the houses].” (“Così i ragazzini di Hamas ci hanno utilizzato come bersagli,” and
“Abitanti di Gaza accusano i militanti islamici: ‘Ci impedivano di lasciare le case e da lì sparavano.’”) A Gazan
woman was interviewed and said that practically all of the tallest buildings in Gaza had
been struck by Israeli bombs, and that they had rocket launchers on the roof or
else were being used by Hamas as observation points. She also said that they even set
some up close to the large UN depot that later went up in flames. In addition, according to
the article, when the Gazans barricaded themselves inside their houses to keep
Hamas operatives out, the operatives would use force to beat down the doors and
windows.
13. A Palestinian living close to the Al-Quds hospital said that during the operation, the
militiamen sought shelter in the administration buildings, and that they used the
ambulances and forced the drivers and nurses to take off their uniforms with their
paramedic badges so that they would not be targeted by Israel snipers.2
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Hamas operatives also tried to take over ambulances belonging to the Al-Quds hospital, see Paragraph 7 of this document.
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“Greetings, honored residents of this
house. We, your brothers, holy war
fighters [mujahideen], used this
house and some of the things in it.
Our apologies.”

Note found by IDF forces in a building in the Gaza Strip on January 12, during Operation Cast Lead. The
note was left by Hamas operatives who broke into and used the building.

Civilian Building
Fortified
Position

Example of a fortified position on the roof of a building in a civilian neighborhood in Beit Lahiya. Hamas
operatives who fired at IDF forces from the roofs of buildings endangered the residents’ lives.

